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The American Legion was chartered and incorporated by Congress in 1919 as a patriotic veterans
organization devoted to mutual helpfulness.
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American Heroes Channel (AHC; formerly Military Channel and originally Discovery Wings Channel) is an
American digital cable and satellite television network that is owned by Discovery, Inc. The network carries
programs related to the military, warfare, and military history and science.. As of February 2015, the channel
is available to approximately 59,917,000 pay television households (51.5% ...
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The Wehrmacht (German pronunciation: [ËˆveË•É•Ì¯maxt] (), lit. defence force) was the unified armed forces
of Nazi Germany from 1935 to 1945. It consisted of the Army, the Kriegsmarine (navy) and the Luftwaffe (air
force). The designation "Wehrmacht" replaced the previously used term Reichswehr, and was the
manifestation of Nazi Germany's efforts to rearm the nation to a greater extent than ...
Wehrmacht - Wikipedia
the amphibians are coming! a great new book by william l. mcgee. the objective of this book the first of three
volumes on the amphibious operations in the south pacific is to provide a close-up look at the most prevalent
of the revolutionary world war ii shore-to- shore landing craft and the unsung heroes that manned them.
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